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How Pavement Markings Influence Bicycle and Motor Vehicle Positioning: A Case Study in 
Cambridge, MA was produced by: 

Ron Van Houten  
Mount Saint Vincent University  
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3M 2J6  
Email: ron.vanhouten@msvu.ca  
  
Cara Seiderman  
City of Cambridge  
344 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139  
cseiderman@cambridgema.us  
  
This preprint version for the Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C., 
January 2005 is located at: 
http://www.cambridgema.gov/~/media/Files/CDD/Transportation/Bike/bike_hamp_study.ashx
The paper was ultimately published in Transportation Research Record 1939, pp. 3-14, 2005. 
For convenience, the study’s abstract is shown below. 

Case Study Abstract 
“The purpose of this study was to determine how pavement markings influence 
bicyclist and motorist positioning, particularly how far bicyclists travel from 
parked cars. The research examined the effects of sequentially adding the 
component markings of a bike lane on a road (Hampshire St.) with on-street 
parking in the city of Cambridge, MA. Data measured were the distance cars 
parked from the curb, the distance bicyclists rode from the curb, and the distance 
traveling motor vehicles drove from the curb. The data on bicyclists and moving 
motor vehicles were gathered by videotape. The three pavement marking 
treatments – an edge line demarcating the travel lane, the edge line and bicycle 
symbols, and a full bike lane – were all effective at influencing bicyclists to ride 
farther away from parked cars than when no pavement markings were present.   

The analysis examined the percentage of cyclists riding 9 and 10 feet out from the 
curb. These distances were used as benchmarks for how far cyclists should ride so 
as to be farther from the “door” zone of a parked car. All three treatments 
significantly increased the percentage of cyclists riding more than 9 and 10 feet 
from the curb. There was variation at the measurement sites near the signalized 
intersection vs. measurement sites near uncontrolled intersections, with higher 
increases near the signalized locations.  

“Before” and “after” intercept surveys of cyclists and motorists were 
administered. Cyclists during baseline most often responded that the best way to 
improve bicycling on Hampshire St. was to add bike lanes. Cyclists also rated the 
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full bike lane most favorably in the “after” survey. There was no change in 
comfort level rated on 5-point scale between baseline and the end of the study 
surveys. When motorists were asked what made them most aware of cyclists on 
the street, the most common response during the “before” condition was 
“nothing.” In the “after” survey, the most common response was “the bike lane.” 

Figure 1. The marking progression. 

Critique of:  

“How Pavement Markings Influence Bicycle and Motor Vehicle Positioning:  
A Case Study in Cambridge, MA”  

1. The authors have a poor understanding of technical matters and their analysis is 
irrelevant and deceptive. 

In the Abstract it says, 
“The analysis examined the percentage of cyclists riding 9 and 10 feet out from 
the curb. These distances were used as benchmarks for how far cyclists should 
ride so as to be farther from the “door” zone of a parked car.” 

On page 4 of the Introduction it says, 
“In order to establish where ideally bicyclists should be riding, it is important to 
know how far the door zone extends from the curb face. Data gathered in the San 
Francisco study determined that the 85th percentile of car doors observed opened 
to 9’6” from the curb (SFDPT data). Giving a 6” clear zone to the bicycle 
handlebar, the total width of the potential door zone would be 10 feet.” 

On Page 7 in the Results it says: 
“Figures 3-6 show histograms of bicycle distance from the curb. Under all test 
markings, the distributions narrowed, so that there were fewer outliers on either 
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side (which is why the average did not change dramatically). Most importantly, 
cyclists who were riding the closest to parked cars in the baseline condition 
moved further away, so the percentage of people riding more than 2 or 3 feet from 
parked cars went up significantly.” 

In the Discussion on page 11 it says, 
“A close examination of the data shows that the full bike lane is associated with a 
peak in responding near the center of the bike lane and a reduction in outliers in 
the vehicle travel lane.” 

and,  
“For cyclists to travel completely outside the full door zone, the left handle bar 
would be in the travel lane.” 

Figure 2. Image from page 16 of the report. The center of the bike lane is at 9.5 feet (7 + 2.5) 
from the curb, and the Lane line is at 12 feet (7 + 5). 

The authors assume the Door Zone extends to 10 feet based on San Francisco data. Thus, 
bicyclists with tires tracking at 9 or 10 feet are squarely within the Door Zone, not “farther from” 
it as the authors inexplicably claim. The “...cyclists who were riding the closest to parked cars...” 
and moved further away were still in the Door Zone, so it is irrelevant that they moved further 
away.  

“...a reduction in outliers in the vehicle travel lane [from 12 feet and further]...,”  and “fewer 
outliers” on the right side of the histograms means that fewer bicyclists operated outside the 
Door Zone after the bike lane markings. These formerly safely riding “outliers” were turned into 
Door Zone bicyclists by the bike lane. 
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FIGURE 1 Study location and marking setup 
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Further, an 85th percentile measurement and a 6” clear space determining Door Zone width is not 
good enough to ensure avoidance of suddenly opening (affording near zero stopping distance) 
doors. An additional foot should be added, making the Door Zone actually 11 feet.  
Therefore, 30 inch wide bicyclists (AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities) 
should ride with their tires tracking at 12 feet minimum to ensure clearance and an obstruction 
free path. The 5 foot bike lane defines the Door Zone that bicyclists should avoid. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPA-ZcYGT94 is a video demonstrating the considerable 
extent of the Door Zone on a car legally parked 12-18 inches from the curb. 

In other words, to fully avoid the Door Zone bicyclists would have to ignore the Cambridge 
government’s pavement markings and ride outside the bike lane’s outer line at 12 feet and 
operate in the newly artificially created 10 foot “motor vehicle” lane, where they would be 
subject to increased harassment for not being in their prescribed bike lane space. 

Motorists in their 10 foot lane are afforded a 5 foot physical and visual buffer to keep them from 
striking open doors, yet bicycle users are lured into the Door Zone by Cambridge’s bike lane.  

It should not be surprising that the full bike lane resulted in increased bicyclists operating down 
its center, tracking at 9-10 feet in the Door Zone, and reduced the number of bicyclists riding 
completely outside of the full Door Zone. But the authors do not understand or do not admit that 
creating the bike lane resulted in negative outcomes.  

!  
Figure 3. Zero percent of bicyclists tracked beyond 12 feet - outside the actual Door Zone - at 
this full bike lane. The bicyclists tracking at green distances are no better than those at yellow or 
red, though the author’s choice of colors misleads one to believe that green is good. While 
tracking in the green range may possibly result in a near miss rather than a door strike, it is also 
possible that a strike of the door edge could have worse consequences - due to deflection into 
traffic - than a direct mid-door strike which is likely to occur when tracking at yellow or red.  
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FIGURE 4 East Columbia Bicycle Position 
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2. The problem of the Door Zone and Door Zone Bike Lanes is trivialized.  

On page 3: 
“Some advocates have been concerned that bicycle lanes might increase the risk 
of cyclists coming in conflict with opening car doors.” 

The hazard of the Door Zone and Door Zone Bike Lanes has resulted in numerous documented 
collisions, injuries, and fatalities, including in Cambridge. The author’s words “coming in 
conflict” marginalizes a substantial hazard. 

!  
Figure 3. Dana Laird fatally came “in conflict with” an opened door in a Cambridge bike lane. 
She was killed by the bus after deflecting off the opened door. 

Also on page 3: 
“Bicyclists generally travel on streets between parked cars and moving vehicles 
whether or not bicycle lanes are present, and the risk of colliding with a car door 
is always present in these circumstances.” 

This is spectacularly disingenuous. Only ill informed bicyclists, or those compelled or forced by 
bike lanes, operate in the Door Zone. There is no risk of Dooring to knowledgeable bicycle 
drivers who operate outside the Door Zone. The authors’ histograms show that a small 
percentage of bicyclists adopted a safe distance of 12 feet and beyond, yet these bicyclists are 
dismissed as “outliers,” and their population was reduced by the bike lane design. 
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3. The authors falsely portray bike lanes as making motorists more aware of bicyclists.  

The authors wrote in the Abstract: 
“When motorists were asked what made them most aware of cyclists on the street, 
the most common response during the “before” condition was “nothing.” In the 
“after” survey, the most common response was “the bike lane.” 

In the Discussion on pages 11 and 12: 
“...the lane line alone...doesn’t specifically alert drivers to expect cyclists,...” 

“When asked what made them most aware of cyclists, motorists’ most common 
response during baseline was “nothing.” In the after survey “a bike lane” was the 
most frequent response. Interestingly, the second most frequent response in the 
after survey was “I see them [the cyclists],” which was a minute portion of the 
responses before.”  

The authors emphasize in the Abstract and Discussion motorists’ “nothing” and “bike lane” 
responses, when they should have stressed the more pertinent finding noted on page 10: 

“A similar percentage of drivers in both surveys responded that they were aware 
of cyclists on Hampshire (86% of the baseline respondents and 84% of the end of 
study survey respondents). This difference was not significant (chi square=1.901, 
P value = 0.387).” 

Paraphrasing the author’s finding, it can be said motorists were slightly more aware of bicyclists 
before bike lanes were installed, though the difference was not statistically significant. 

4. The authors cite irrelevant studies, and do not question the validity of the cited studies.  

On page 3 in the Introduction the authors wrote: 

“Harkey and Stewart (1997) found that bicycle lanes as narrow as .92 m (3 feet) 
provide sufficient space for bicycles and motor vehicles to interact safely and that 
lanes of 1.22 m (4 feet) worked best. They also found that a stripe separating 
motor vehicles and bicycles produced fewer erratic maneuvers by motorists.” 

   
“Hunter, Stewart, & Stutts, (1999) found there was more wrong-way cycling, and 
more sidewalk riding at wide curb lanes sites than at bicycle lane sites and that 
more cyclists obeyed stop signs at locations with bicycle lane sites.  

These papers and their specious results are immaterial to the Case Study, but are cited seemingly 
to support the authors’ inherent endorsement of bike lanes. 
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Here are my critiques which detail the fatal flaws of the above studies. 
 
http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/critique-of-the-shared-use-report/ 
http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/critique-of-bike-lanes-vs-wide-curb-lanes-report/ 

5. A result is not explained. 

In the Abstract on page 2 the authors wrote: 
“Cyclists also rated the full bike lane most favorably in the “after” survey...There 
was no change in comfort level rated on 5-point scale between baseline and the 
end of the study surveys.” 

The authors repeated this finding in the Discussion, but did not offer an explanation. If there was 
no change in comfort level, what is the explanation for the full bike lane being most favorable? 
Typically, bike lane advocates tout a comfort effect of bike lanes as justification for their 
placement, yet this survey finds no increased comfort from the installation of a bike lane.  

Critique Conclusions 

The authors conclude on page 12: 
“This study shows that all three pavement-marking options encouraged cyclists to 
ride farther away from parked cars. It also supports using marked bicycle lanes as 
a facility option on city streets. Given that cyclists prefer marked lanes and have 
indicated that they make them feel welcome on the street, and that motorists do 
notice them, bicycle lanes can be seen as a positive way of providing for 
bicyclists in the transportation network.”  

This paragraph with tortured logic should be rewritten as follows to have completely opposite 
conclusions: 

This study shows that all three pavement-marking options encouraged some cyclists to ride 
farther away from parked cars, yet still in the Door Zone. The bike lane markings also 
reduced the incidence of operating safely outside the Door Zone. Thus, more bicyclists 
operated within the Door Zone after the bike lane markings were placed than during 
baseline with no markings. It therefore rejects using marked bicycle lanes as a facility option 
on city streets. Instead, Parking Crosses which define the Door Zone to be avoided are 
recommended. Given that some cyclists stated a preference for marked lanes even though 
they did not feel more comfortable after bike lane installation, and that motorists do notice 
them, though they also notice bicycle users equally well without the presence of bike lanes, 
bicycle lanes can be seen as a way of duping and sequestering bicyclists in the transportation 
network.  
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While some motorists have not been well educated about opening their doors into traffic, a more 
serious foible is that many bicyclists are ignorant of the hazards of riding in the Door Zone. But a 
far more egregious failing is that professional bicycle planners are not held accountable for the 
hazard of Door Zone Bike Lanes that they knowingly create. Astoundingly too, this study was 
accepted by reviewers who must clearly have no barrier for publication. 

Government bicycle planners should not create Door Zone Bike Lanes. They should educate the 
public that bicycle drivers should use whatever lane space is necessary to ensure adequate door 
zone clearance. “Parking Crosses” that delineate the parking stalls, provide guidance on legal 
parking distance from the curb, and visually and tactically communicate the extent of the door 
zone to bicyclists and motorists are a useful pavement marking. 

!  
Figure 4. Parking Crosses, Telegraph Avenue. The left extensions should be 5 feet long. The 
placement of the Shared-Use Marking in the Door Zone is an inexplicable mistake. 

See the paper AASHTO and Door Zone Bike Lanes for an assessment of AASHTO’s hazardous 
standards at: http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/aashto-and-dzbls/ 
See http://bicyclingmatters.wordpress.com/critiques/door-zone-bike-lanes/ for a discussion of the 
Door Zone and a description of Parking Crosses.
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